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Abstract

Higher availability and better performance of data-
centric applications can be achieved by replication of ob-
jects or data items. If data integrity, a correctness criterion
for such systems, needs to be maintained even during de-
graded situations (node or link failures) the system soon
becomes (partially) unavailable. However, some applica-
tions exist (e.g., in control engineering) where data integrity
can be relaxed for higher availability during degraded sit-
uations. Traditional replication models do not support the
balancing of these two properties. In this paper1, we present
a novel replication model that allows replicas to diverge if
data integrity can be temporarily relaxed and to re-establish
both replica consistency and data integrity during repair
time.

1 Data Integrity and Replication

One correctness criterion for data-centric applications are
data integrity constraints, such as value constraints, rela-
tionship constraints (cardinality, XOR), uniqueness con-
straints and other predicates. A system is constraint con-
sistent if all data integrity constraints are satisfied.

Replication is one of the primary mechanisms to enhance
availability and performance of distributed systems. If strict
replica and constraint consistency have to be ensured all
the time—even in the presence of failures—the system be-
comes (at least partially) unavailable in degraded scenarios
since neither potentially conflicting updates on replicas in

1This work has been partially funded by the European Community un-
der the FP6 IST project DeDiSys (Dependable Distributed Systems, con-
tract number 004152, http://www.dedisys.org).

different partitions nor updates that possibly violate data in-
tegrity constraints are allowed.

On the other hand, some applications (e.g. [1, 2]) exist
where consistency can be temporarily relaxed in order to
achieve higher availability. Traditional replication models
do not support the configuration of this trade-off; thus, a
novel adaptive replication model is required that enables the
explicit balancing between availability and consistency.

2 Availability/Consistency Balancing Repli-
cation Model

The key idea of our Availability/Consistency Balancing
Replication Model is to enhance availability of traditional
models by allowing non-critical operations in degraded sit-
uations in all partitions, even if replicas might diverge and
data integrity constraints are possibly violated (threatened).
Different reconciliation policies are required to re-establish
replica and constraint consistency after nodes rejoin.

Our new replication protocols distinguish three modes of
operation: normal mode, degraded mode, and reconciliation
mode. The current mode of the replication protocol depends
on the system state, as it is locally perceived by each node.
Our replication protocols are in the normal mode when all
nodes are reachable and all constraints are satisfied, i.e., no
partitions are present and all repair activities (reconcilia-
tion) are finished.

The protocols switch into the degraded mode when not
all nodes are reachable. Since node and link failures cannot
be distinguished until repair time, node failures are treated
as network partitions.

The protocols enter reconciliation mode when two or
more partitions rejoin. The objective of reconciliation is to
re-establish replica and constraint consistency of the sys-
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tem. However, system-wide consistency can only be re-
established if all nodes are reachable. Thus, if partitions re-
join but the merged partition does not contain all nodes, ei-
ther constraint consistency is re-established within the par-
tition or constraint consistency is ignored and only replica
consistency is re-established.

Adaptive Voting [3], which we briefly describe in the
next section, and the Primary-per-Partition Protocol [4] are
concrete protocols that follow this model.

3 Adaptive Voting - A Concrete Realization
of the Model

We enhance availability of traditional voting [5] by allowing
non-critical operations even if no quorums exist, i.e., opera-
tions are allowed that may violate tradeable constraints but
do not affect non-tradeable constraints. Thus our adapta-
tion of quorum consensus for balancing data integrity with
availability is called Adaptive Voting (AV) [3].

Normal Mode: AV behaves as the traditional voting pro-
tocol with the enhancement that invariant constraints are
checked in case of write operations: Write operations are
performed on a write quorum WQ of replicas and read
operations on a read quorum RQ. The quorum conditions
RQ + WQ > N and WQ > N

2 must be met in order to
prevent write-write and read-write conflicts. N is the num-
ber of nodes in the system, i.e., we assume all nodes have
the same number of votes. Each node hosts a replica of an
object.

Degraded Mode: AV allows non-critical operations even
if the quorums of the healthy system cannot be acquired.
However, within a partition, read-write and write-write con-
flicts shall be prevented and the tuning of read against write
operations shall be supported. Thus, a quorum scheme
adapted to the size of the partition is applied. Tentative
states are logged.

Reconciliation Mode: No individual node contains the
full version history of a partition2 since updates are per-
formed on a write quorum which is smaller or equal than
the number of nodes in the partition. Thus, in order to de-
tect conflicting updates, the version histories need to be cal-
culated based on the (partial) version histories of the nodes.
Either stepwise rollbacks or compensation actions are per-
formed to re-establish data integrity in case of consistency
violations. Moreover, the quorums are re-adjusted accord-
ing to the size of the merged partition and the histories are
cleaned up.

2Except a read-one/write-all scheme is applied in a partition.

4 Related Work

Trading replica consistency for increased availability has
been addressed in distributed object systems such as [6, 7].
TACT [8] provides a continuous consistency model based
on logical consistency units (conits).

Furthermore, different solutions for reconciliation of di-
vergent replicas have been proposed for mobile environ-
ments (e.g., Bayou [9]).

All of the above replication and reconciliation ap-
proaches have one commonality: In contrast to our ap-
proach, they either do not address constraint consistency
explicitly or presume strong data integrity.
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